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Highlights

Community Actions

• Complete C3, 100GeV & DF Work Package docs
• Complete Scientific Case to be published in
European Physical Journal  Special Topics

Upcoming Events

• IZEST Annual Meeting and Participant Council
French Embassy  Tokyo, Japan
1819 Nov. 2013

Recent Events
3rd IZEST meeting
LLNL  Livermore, USA
Scientific Advisory Board meeting
ICAN Conference
"Can the future of accelerators be fiber?"
CERN  Geneva, Switzerland
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•
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•
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Osvay
Israel
•
represented by Arie Zigler
Poland
•
represented by Henryk Fiedorowicz
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A message from the IZEST directors:
Greetings and welcome to the 1st issue of "The IZEST Digest " !
This newsletter is here to serve you and the community of some 300 researchers around the world who are
endeavoring to push the limits of laserplasma based amplifiers and accelerators. To be published quarterly, the
IZEST Digest is open to contributions from all the community, from students to professors, to share events, notices,
ideas and articles. Here in this special launch issue you will find a sample of the work and projects underway within
IZEST, reports on recent events and a space introducing labs and individuals from the larger community.
About 30 laboratories in 13 countries are part of IZEST, in Europe, Asia and North America. Together we have the
potential to develop greater levels of collaboration with stronger contact to the globally distributed facilities and the
collective expertise of hundreds of researchers.
This collective effort is certainly needed to engage the ambitious goals of laserbased fundamental physics
encapsulated by IZEST. These include: TeV physics, new lightmass, potenial weakcoupling field discovery,
nonlinear QED and QCD fields, radiation physics in the vicinity of the Schwinger field and zeptosecond dynamical
spectroscopy of the vacuum. The advancement of intense shortpulsed laser energy by 23 orders of magnitude
empowers us with a tremendous potential for such unprecedented discoveries. The facilities to begin these
investigations already exist in the form of large energy laser facilities such as PETALLMJ, NIF and soon ELI.
On the application side, as a way to unify laser and subnuclear physics and applications we are demonstrating
concepts such as C3 for Cascaded Compression Conversion to compress high energy kilojoule nanosecond pulses
into femtosecond pulses with excellent efficiency. In addition we are developing a revolutionary laser infrastructure
ICAN (International Coherent Amplification Network) financed by the EU. ICAN is dedicated to the generation of
ultra high Intensity, high average laser power and high efficiency using diode pumpled fiberbased arrays. We see
ICAN as the laser response to the grand scientific and societal challenges of particle collider, nuclear transmutation,
and ion therapy.
The scientific case for IZEST is currently being drafted and is scheduled to be published in an issue of European
Physical Journal  Special Topics . The content of the scientific case will be based on the work packages comprising
of C3 and the 100GeV & Darkfields projects. Contributions from the participants of these projects will form the basis
of the scientific case which is expected to be completed by the end of the summer.
See you all at LLNL, USA for the next IZEST meeting!
 G. Mourou

 T. Tajima

Supporting Agencies

IZEST is supported by Ecole Polytechnique  France and CEA France.
ICAN has been supported by the European Commission and is coordinated by Ecole Polytechnique (France). The 3 other partners are ORC
in Southampton (UK), University of JenaFhG (Germany) and CERN Geneva (Suisse) along with 14 experts.
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Review of 2nd Annual Meeting at Strathclyde University
In November 2012, about 100 of the world's leading laser, plasma and high energy physicists gathered
in Glasgow for three days of talks and discussion, hosted by the University of Strathclyde, on how to push back
the limits of laser technology, and what this might allow us to achieve.
After Gerard Mourou and Toshiki Tajima set forth the philosophy
behind the IZEST mission, the first day continued with presentations on
the role of high power lasers in fusion power and in accelerating
electrons to unprecedented energies. Then the focus shifted to the exotic
physics that might be revealed with these lasers, and the clues provided
by high energy cosmic rays. And to complete the day, we were privileged
to hear from Peter Higgs about the discovery of his eponymous boson.
The second day introduced novel uses of plasmas to amplify lasers to
ultrahigh powers, such as Raman and Brillouin amplification. We also
heard how lasers will open a vista on the quantum vacuum, allowing the
spontaneous creation of matter from pure energy.
The final day was devoted to nearer term development and applications of lasers, and the benefits they can
provide to society. These include the production of high energy ions and electrons and their potential applications
in medicine. We also heard of the novel nuclear applications of lasers, including their role in cleaning
up the Fukushima power plant.
 A. Noble

Report on the first Participant Council meeting
Dino Jaroszinsky from the University of Strathclyde welcomed the first Participant Council (PaC) of IZEST on
12th November 2012 with about half of the IZEST members in attendance at the event in Glasgow, Scotland.
Participants came from Europe but also from the USA, China, Japan and Republic of Korea. Toshiki Tajima
presented the 30 laboratories committed to IZEST. They were representing both the laser and particle
acceleration communities.
The main goal of IZEST has been recalled by Gerard Mourou at the origin of the ELI’s infrastructures. ELI’s
lasers are aiming at achieving energy up to 10 PW; IZEST is aiming at exploring what science could be done
above 10 PW and more particularly how to reach exawatt and zetawatt power. IZEST is recognized for its
uniqueness in the sense experiments will be performed internationally within existing largescale infrastructures
with the concept to be demonstrated at PETAL Bordeaux – France and NIF Livermore  USA.
Within IZEST, ICAN, the fiber laser project is coming to maturity and is likely to be an important breakthrough for
science. ICAN will allow reaching high average power, high peak power and efficiency. IZEST is also strongly
supported by the French Ministry of research, CERN, ICFA and ICUIL.
The scientific case for IZEST will be issued within 2013 and the next PaC meeting is scheduled at the end of
2013 in Japan.
 C. Sarrazin
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100GeV Report:
There has been great progress on laserdriven plasma
based accelerators where electron beams can be
accelerated to multiGeV energy in centimeterscale
plasma driven by a 100TW class ultrashort laser pulses
thanks to the “laser wakefield accelerator” concept,
pioneered by Tajima and Dawson in 1979. While to

date, worldwide research on laserplasma accelerators
is focused on the creation of compact particle and
radiation sources for a wide range of applications in
areas such as basic and medical sciences, the network
of IZEST associate labs are undertaking to initiate the

experimental research on largescale laserplasma
accelerators with an aim at an ascent of electron beams
energies toward 100GeV. Experiments will be
implemented by employing a multiPW laser beam with
a plasma accelerator consisting of injector and tens of
meterscale plasma waveguide. All of which will be
inserted inside the LaserMegaJoule target chamber at
CEA Bordeaux, inplementing the PETAL beam which
can deliver 3.5 kJ 500 fs pulses. Designs and
implementation plans to accomplish 100 GeV
acceleration within the framework of PETAL and LMJ
are already underway. The first phase will be carried out
in a 15m beamline, followed in the second phase using
a 30m beamline for further highenergy acceleration
with PETAL at fullpower capability.
Recently, for preparation and execution of the project,
the international team has been organized under 6
working packages: Managing & Design, Injector,
Plasma Waveguide, Diagnostics, Integration &
Interaction, and Implementation. We also push forward
100 GeV ascent project in close collaboration with
associate experiments for 10GeV level energies at
Strathclyde University, APRI, SIOM,
and GSI with PWclass laser facilities.
 K. Nakajima

Dark Fields Report:
Probing the nature of the quantum vacuum is
indispensable in resolving the crucial problems in
contemporary physics such as dark matter and dark
energy in the universe.
To date, probing the vacuum has been limited to either
the
macroscopic
spacetime
via
astronomical
observations or microscopic spacetime points at high
energy particle collisions. With highintensity lasers,
however, we anticipate to be able to unveil the different
aspects of the quantum vacuum at different spacetime
scales. With this in mind we launched the Dark Field
working group within IZEST. The word “Dark” includes a
broad sense: something undetected by conventional
experimental
approaches
to
date.
Therefore,
fundamental physics to be discussed within this working
group covers weakly interacting phenomena such as
Dark Matter/Dark Energy, nonlinear QED effects, and
something which utilizes unique characters of the high
intensity as well as highenergy laser fields.
Among possible subjects, we are currently focusing on
the search for weakly interacting lowmass bosons as a
candidate of dark fields via quantum optical observables
such as fourwave mixing where the nonlinear atomic
process in matter is replaced by the nonlinearity caused
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by a resonantly exchanged light boson in the vacuum
(see image above).
Preliminary experimental trials to search for the four
wave mixing process are already ongoing at Kyoto
University in Japan and also the further test is planned
at INRS in Canada under the association of IZEST.
 K. Homma
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ICAN Report:
Lasers are notorious for their poor efficiency. This is
especially true for high peak power laser systems
exhibiting wallplug efficiency in the range of 1% at best.
For many utilizations requesting average power in the
range of kW to 10 MW, like particle acceleration, this
situation is economically unacceptable – even for
research infrastructures – and seriously impairs the
spread of important scientific and societal laser
applications in science material science, environment,
medicine and energy.
To solve this problem, the consortium ICAN
(International Coherent Amplifying Network) has
proposed to study a novel laser architecture known as
CAN, (Coherent Amplification Network) that would
guaranty, high peak (PW), high average (MW) powers
while exhibiting a high wall plug efficiency, greater than
30%.
The CAN concept is based on the massive phasing of
tens of thousands of diode pumped single mode lasers.
Fiber amplifiers can produce very high average power,
i.e. 10kW/fiber with excellent efficiency, i.e. 30%. In
addition, because we can actuate individually each fiber
we can have an handle on the phase and amplitude of
each fiber output. As a consequence we can change the
wavefront in phase and amplitude as necessary with

KHz bandwidth. The possibility to accelerate over short
distances particles to high energy(GeVTeV) with high
efficiency, represents a watershed in science and
societal applications with direct relevance to:
Proton Colliders (Tevatron, LHC), Neutron sources
(SNS, ESS), Neutrino Sources(SNS, ESS), Radioactive
Ion Beam (FRIB, Eurisol), Accelerator Driven
Systems(ChADS,MYRRHA), Electron linear collider,
Muon collider, andFree Electron laser
at 10kHz.
 G. Mourou

C3 Report:
The C3 pillar of IZEST is concerned with advancing the
production of ultrahigh laser pulses through the use of
DamageLess (i.e. plasma based) Optics (DLO).
The partners of C3 have been advancing the use of
such DLO for direct amplification of short laser pulses,
either through Raman or Brillouin techniques, in
experiments using the varied IZEST associated
laboratories (Strathclyde, RAL, LULI, Jena, GSI, CEA
Saclay), and theoretical work has been pursued in
parallel at Strathclyde, LULI, Düsseldorf, CELIA.
A workshop around these themes has been held at the
University of Düsseldorf (Germany) from March 21 to
March 22, 2013, with emphasis on “Manipulation and
Amplification of short laser pulses on the road to Exa
Zettawatt Beam”. This workshop gathered 42
participants from 9 countries and advances on all topics
covered by C3 were presented, including progress on
the realization of future major laser facilities like PETAL
(France) where the C3 technology is aimed to be
ultimately deployed.
A summary of C3 methods, techniques and goals is
being prepared to be written as part of the IZEST
scientific case shaped in the form of a special issue of
the European Journal of Physics (as offered by the
editor). Several short (4 page) sections will detail the
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main components of the C3 pilar: Raman and Brillouin
amplification of ultraintense light pulses, DLO for
focusing such pulses, the intermediate laser facilities
where C3 technology will be ramped up, and the large
scale future facilities where the production of the
highest power pulses will ultimately be performed.
Contributors will be solicited on these
various topics for papers to be ready by
September 2013.
J. Fuchs
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IZEST Partner Spotlight: Americas
Over the past year, INRS has structured its effort to be able to progress toward Vacuum
Quantum Optics, one of the IZEST challenges. The high intensity group, already composed of
Prof. Kieffer and Dr. S. MacLean (also with U of Waterloo), has been extended. Prof. P. Antici
has joined INRS in January 2013 as a new faculty and is deeply involved in the IZEST
program. Dr. K. Otani
arrived in May 2012 (PDF) and is
now a key player of the experimental
program. Dr. F. FillionGourdeau
(RA) will join the team in September
2013 to lead the theoretical efforts.
We have organized local meetings to
promote IZEST Science (Val David,
Feb 2013; Montreal, April 2013).
Furthermore, the key collaboration
between
INRS
and
Ecole
Polytechnique (LULI) has been
reinforced.
The 200TW system at the Advanced Laser Light Source (ALLS) has been extensively used to realize joint
INRSLULI experiments on the physics of lasermatter interaction and particle acceleration at intensities
>1021W/cm2. Experiments on pulse compression have also been realized at ALLS facility in collaboration
with the Institute of Applied Physics at Nizhni Novgorod. A new collaboration has been initiated with Prof. K.
Homma (Hiroshima U.) who visited and presented a conference at INRS on “Vacuum
Quantum Optics  toward laboratory search for dark matter/dark energy candidates”.
 J.C. Kieffer

IZEST Partner Spotlight: Europe
The French Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique et aux Energies Alternatives (CEA/DAM) is
building the laser Megajoule (LMJ) at CEA CESTA. LMJ will deliver 1.3 MJ of 0.35 µm light
on targets with 176 beams for High Energy Density Physics (HEDP) experiments.
Complementarily, the PETAL project, part of the CEA/DAM opening policy, consists in the
addition of one shortpulse (500 fs to 10 ps) ultrahighpower, highenergy beam (a few kJ
compressed energy) to the LMJ facility. This multiPetawatt laser is being built under the
auspices of the Conseil Régional d’Aquitaine, of the French Ministry of Research and of the European
Union.
PETAL will offer a combination of a very high intensity
multipetawatt beam, synchronized with the nanosecond
beams of the LMJ. PETAL will extend the LMJ
experimentations field on HEDP : the combined long and
short pulses with high power and intensity permit the
access to advanced diagnostics of HEDP, which allows
new physical regimes, that are only achievable in
astrophysical conditions, to be explored. This will result
in high impact experiments to be carried at this facility.
The front end and compression stages of
PETAL have been qualified, amplifier section
and vacuum box for pulse compression are
now completed. Experiments with PETAL will begin in 2016, giving us the possibility to address
new physics within the scope of IZEST.
 J.L. Miquel
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IZEST Partner Spotlight: Asia
The Ultrashort Quantum Beam Facility at Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology
(GIST), Korea, is now delivering 30fs, 1PW (beamline 1) and 1.5PW (beamline 2) laser
pulses with high beam qualities. The facility has become a core laser machine of the
Center for Relativistic Laser Science (CoReLS), a research center of the Institute for
Basic Science (IBS) in Korea. The center was launched in December 2012 for research on superintense
laser, relativistic lasermatter interaction, and attosecond science.
ColRelLS will continue to increase the
peak power of the laser to a multiPW
level, explore fundamental physics of
relativistic laser plasmas, and investigate
the acceleration of charged particles
(electrons and protons) and also the
generation of ultrashort high energy
photon (Xray and gammaray) in
relativistic/ultrarelativistic regimes for
various applications in fundamental
science and engineering relevent to
IZEST.
The center has presently several
openings
for
researchers
strongly
interested in the above research activities. Please get in touch with Ms. Minji Kim for further details via
mjk614@ibs.re.kr.
 Chang Hee Nam

Recent IZEST Publications
• Phys. Rev. Lett., 2013 (Accepted), "Amplification of ultrashort laser pulses by Brillouin backscattering in plasmas",
S. Weber et al.
• Nature Photonics  2013, Vol. 7 No 4 pp 257336
"The future is fibre accelerators", G. A. Mourou et al.
• Astro. Phys. J. Lett., 2013, (Submitted),
"Astrophysical ZeV acceleration in the relativistic jet from an accreting supermassive blackhole",
T. Tajima and T. Ebisuzaki.
• OPN, May 2013, pp 3743,
"The Next Laser Powerhouse",
T. Tajima, W. Brocklesby and G. Mourou
• Ch. Opt. Lett., 2013, 11, 013501,
"100GeV large scale laser plasma electron acceleration by a multiPW laser",
K. Nakajima et al.
• Optics Comm., 2012, Vol. 285 No 5 pp 720–724
"ExawattZettawatt pulse generation and applications",
G. A. Mourou et al.
• Prog. Theor. Phys. Supp., 2012, No. 193,
"Opportunities of Fundamental Physics with HighIntensity Laser Fields",
K. Homma
• Int. J. Mod. Phys. A, Vol. 27, No. 25 (2012)
"Fundamental physics explored with high intensity laser",
T. Tajima and K. Homma
• Science  Jan 2011, Volume 331 No 7 , p 41
"More intense Shorter Pulses",
G.A. Mourou and T. Tajima

Find the latest ICAN brochure at: http://bit.ly/ICAN_Brochure
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IZEST Community Building:
The Web-Based Platform for Research & Project Management

The conceptual design and prototyping phase for the webbased platform is now complete. A number of web
developing companies have applied for the contract which has just been awarded. The plan is first to develop a
betaversion comprising of the core functionalities of:
 Project management
 Video conferencing
 Community networking
 Forum and discussion
The platform will be built from an integration of preexisting tools within a Joomla CMS system. Once
available the beta version will be released to a limited user based for testing & debugging. Please
send an email to sign up for the beta  once complete this tool will be available to all!
 M.N. Quinn

The IZEST Newsletter

From this launch issue, we will see the newsletter evolve further as a tool to assist the growing IZEST community
in building contacts and awareness of people and events. The newsletter is offered as an open document to all
participants. If you have an idea or material for an article, a column, an announcement for an event or even
notices for jobs and equipment, please send it for inclusion  just get in touch via email!
We are looking forward to hearing of your suggestions for future issues!
 J.A. Wheeler

Classifieds
Researcher Positions

ELI Project:
 ALPS: Scientific director
 ALPS: High Harmonic Generation
 ALPS: Particle Acceleration
Contact: Monika.Barany@elialps.hu
 IZEST: Ecole Polytechnique, Laboratory Manager
Contact: catherine.sarrazin@polytechnique.edu

Post-Doc Positions

IZEST  Ecole Polytechnique  France
catherine.sarrazin@polytechnique.edu

Space to let

Please forward all advertisments for postions etc. to:
catherine.sarrazin@polytechnique.edu

EDITORIAL BOARD

G. Mourou (IZEST director), T. Tajima (IZEST deputy director),
J. Fuchs (C3 manager), K. Homma (DF manager), K. Nakajima (100GeV manager),
M. N. Quinn (IZEST), C. Sarrazin (admin coordinator), J. Wheeler (IZEST)

CONTRIBUTORS:

Chang Hee Nam (GIST), J.C. Kieffer (INRS), J.L. Miquel (CEADAM/LMJ), A. Noble (Strathclyde U.)

Any useful information that you feel we missed? Feel free to contact us and let us know for future issues:
catherine.sarrazin@polytechnique.edu
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